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Abstract
This paper proposes a solution for mapping managed resources (network elements, networks) to
the managed objects representing them. It supports an off-line, dynamic negotiation of Shared
Management Knowledge in the TMN. Given a method for globally naming managed resources,
managers identify the resource they want to manage as well as the management information they
require. The manager’s requirements are then mapped to the agents which contain the managed
objects. From the global name of the agent, and knowledge about the management information
that the agent supports, the manager can construct the global distinguished name of managed
objects.

The approach uses the OSI Directory where information about managed resources as well as
agents and managers is stored. An architecture is described which provides a means of identifying
in a global context which agent contains the required management information. Additionally, the
architecture provides the abstraction of a global CMIS and the function of location transparency
to communicating management processes to hide their exact physical location in the TMN.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The M.3010 Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) recommendation (ITU M.3010)
describes a distributed management environment: management information for physically
distributed network resources and services provided over a large geographical area is maintained
on a large number of distributed agents. These agents interact with a variety of management
applications over the TMN. The collection of managers and agents (or, with a single name,



management processes) in the TMN interact according to the OSI manager/agent model (ISO/IEC
10040). The management information is kept in the agents and consists of managed objects
structured hierarchically (ISO/IEC 10165-1) forming the Management Information Tree (MIT).
Network resources (network elements or networks) and services being managed, are represented
by the managed objects.

A typical TMN implementation may have hundreds of agents.There are proposals (ISO/IEC
10164-16, Sylor 1993, Tschichholz 1993) for the global naming of managed objects. These
proposals assume a priori knowledge of which specific agent contains the managed objects in
question. This mapping is straightforward in the case where the agent is running on the same
system as the managed resources, but in the TMN the mapping may not be as obvious. The
general case in the TMN is a “hierarchical proxy” paradigm where Q Adaptors (QAs), Mediation
Devices (MDs), and Operations Systems (OSs) are located in separate systems from the Network
Elements (NEs). Additionally, the TMN is involved in managing more abstract resources than
simple NEs, for example a management process may be interested in networks, services and
lower level management processes.

This paper deals with the functionality needed by the TMN in order to efficiently answer the
following basic questions: Given a particular managed resource or service that we want to
manage (i.e. perform a particular management operation) which is the agent that contains the
managed object(s) needed in our management operation? Given that agent, what is the
management information base (MIB) it supports? What is the address where the agent is awaiting
for requests?

Actually, each of the above questions correspond to some Shared Management Knowledge
(SMK) interrogation (ISO/IEC 10040, NM/Forum 015). Our approach is to provide a global way
for referring to elements of the SMK. In order to do so, we use the OSI Directory to register
elements of the SMK (such as the mapping from resources to agents, the presentation addresses of
management processes and their supported MIBs). Thus, we can achieve an off-line, dynamic
SMK negotiation between the management processes.

This paper describes appropriate Directory schemata for storing information about network
resources, agents (including the MIBs they support) and managers in the Directory. As a major
part of this work, we propose an architecture based on the OSI manager/agent model and the OSI
Directory Service. We show how a global Common Management Information Service (CMIS)
can be realized and implemented by using this architecture.

We propose a mechanism for supporting the basic function of location transparency. This is
one of the distribution transparencies (ITU X.900) necessary in a distributed environment and
refers to a location-independent means of communication between management processes, hence
hiding their exact location in the TMN.

The OSI Directory Service standard (ITU X.500) describes a specialized database system
which is distributed across a network. The Directory contains information about a large number of
objects (e.g. services and processes, network resources, organizations, people). The overall
information is distributed over physically separated entities calledDirectory Service Agents
(DSAs) and consists of directory objects structured hierarchically forming the Directory
Information Tree (DIT). The distribution is transparent to the user through the use ofDirectory
Service Protocol (DSP) operations between the DSAs. Each directory-user is represented by a
Directory User Agent (DUA)which is responsible for retrieving searching and modifying the
information in the Directory through the use ofDirectory Access Protocol (DAP) operations. The
basic reasons for choosing the Directory as the global SMK repository are:



• It provides a global schema for naming and storing information about objects that are highly
distributed. For example, every management process in the world can be registered with a
unique name (i.e. its Distinguished Name (DN)).

• It provides powerful mechanisms (e.g. searching within some scope in the DIT using some
filter) for transparently (through the use of DSP operations between DSAs) accessing this
global information.

• One of the major objectives of the OSI Directory, since it was recommended, was to provide an
information repository for OSI application processes. For example, by keeping the locations
(i.e. OSI presentation addresses) of the various application entities representing the application
processes within the OSI environment.

In the following section we describe a way for globally naming managed objects based on
registering the management processes in the DIT while in the third section we propose the
enhanced manager/agent model that interfaces with the OSI Directory. Putting it all together,
section 4 describes the mapping from resources to managed objects and how our enhanced
manager/agent model supports the SMK negotiation between two management processes. Next,
we present the abstraction of a global CMIS and a location transparency mechanism. Finally,
section 6 gives an overview of the implementation of the mechanisms described in this paper.

2 GLOBAL DN FOR MANAGED OBJECTS

The OSI Directory can be used for globally naming application processes in a distributed
environment. Any kind of application process can be represented by a directory object that
contains information about the process (provided that this information is relatively static). Thus,
any application process acting either in the manager or agent role can be globally named. Bearing
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in mind that the managed objects use a similar hierarchical naming structure as the directory
objects, a common global name space can be realised for both the managed objects and directory
objects (Sylor 1993, Tschichholz 1993, and recently ISO/IEC 10164-16).

Figure 1 depicts an example of managed objects named in the global context. Consider the
management process that is registered in the Directory Information Base (DIB) with DN:

{C=GR, O=FORTH, OU=ICS, OU=app-processes, CN=SwitchX-QA}
maintaining an MIB containing managed objects that represent some network element (e.g. an
ATM switch). Consider a managed object, containing information about interface 3 of the
network element, with Local Distinguished Name (LDN) that is, a DN within the scope of the
local MIB:

{systemId = SwitchX, ifDir = output, ifId = 3}
This managed object can now be named globally with DN:

{C=GR, O=FORTH, OU=ICS, OU=app-processes, CN=SwitchX-QA, systemId = SwitchX,
ifDir = output, ifId = 3}

3 ENHANCING THE MANAGER/AGENT MODEL

In the previous section we described how we can globally name managed objects by exploiting
the OSI Directory. In this section we enhance the basic OSI manager/agent model (ISO/IEC
10040) so that a management process can make use of the Directory Service in order to perform
systems management functions on the managed objects in the global context.

Figure 2 depicts the enhanced manager/agent model. Every open system includes a special
purpose DUA. This DUA is responsible for retrieving and updating the information kept in the
Directory by issuing DAP operations to the DSAs. In general, the management process uses the
DUA for the following:
• Updating the Directory: Management processes should have the capability of updating the

Directory by creating, changing or deleting directory objects that represent themselves or other
management processes as well as their associated application entities. Although every
management process will be able to perform directory updates for its own entry (e.g. on start-
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up an attribute that marks the process as “running” might be set), it is likely that only special
management processes that are responsible for the management of the TMN will fully support
this function. These management processes are also responsible for updating the directory
objects for the resources with information such as the DN of the management process(es)
(acting in the agent role) that represent these resources.

• Mapping to Managed Objects: Every management process acting in the manager role,
eventually needs to perform some mapping from the resources it wants to manage to the
managed objects (representing the resource) that contain the needed information. This
procedure is described in the next section.

• Address Resolution. Every management process, that wishes to make an association with a
peer management process, needs a mechanism for finding the presentation address (PSAP) of
an application entity representing the latter. Since this address is not always the same for a
specific management process, a location transparency mechanism is needed for association
establishment. Such a mechanism is described in section 5.

4 MAPPING FROM RESOURCES TO MANAGED OBJECTS

Systems Management deals with management information for physically distributed network
resources provided over a large geographical area (divided to many management domains). In
general, the relationship between resources and managed objects that represent them is many to
many. This means that not only a resource is represented by many managed objects (each one
providing a different view of the resource) but also a managed object may represent a collection
of resources. Hence, there is no straightforward way for mapping between resources and managed
objects that represent them. The knowledge of such a mapping in the TMN is very critical and is
actually part of the shared management knowledge because it contains information that must be
shared among management processes.

To see this, consider the network management case where some decision has to be made about
a network reconfiguration due to some network failure. Certain information about the network
resources (e.g. network topology information) has to be known in order to discover an optimum
reconfiguration solution. This means that having identified the resources that have to be
reconfigured, the managed systems that contain the managed objects representing these resources
have to be contacted and the appropriate management operations need to be performed. Thus,
there must be a way to map from an a priori known resource to some managed object that
represent some view of this resource.

In this section we assume a TMN where the management processes communicate based on our
enhanced manager/agent model. We describe the information that we have to keep in the
Directory for the resources and the management processes and how the latter can use it for
performing the above mentioned mapping. Bearing in mind the global naming of managed
objects described in section 2, we are going to provide that mapping in the global context.

4.1 Negotiation of Shared Management Knowledge

The mechanisms described in this section provide support for an off-line dynamic negotiation
of a part of the shared management knowledge (SMK). In general, the SMK refers to the common
knowledge between the application processes performing systems management. This includes



(but is not limited to):
• protocol knowledge (e.g. supported application context)
• knowledge of the supported functions (e.g. which management service is provided and to what

extent)
• managed object knowledge (e.g. classes and instances)
• knowledge about the relationships between the functions and the managed objects
• knowledge about the mapping of resources to managed objects

For example, to enable management communication between two management processes, prior
knowledge such as the MIBs they support and the management activities they can perform is
needed. This information can be obtained from the Directory. We use the term “off-line”
negotiation of the SMK because it happens prior to the association establishment. It is also
dynamic because it happens at run-time. Every management process can update the Directory
with management knowledge information and, thus, dynamically modify the SMK that is
available to every process.

4.2 Registering network resources in the Directory

Throughout this paper, we use the term “network resources”, or, simply, resources, to denote
either network elements (e.g. switches) or groups of interconnected network resources (i.e.
networks). Given the above definition, network resources can be thought as a containment
hierarchy where we have networks containing other (simpler) networks as well as network
elements which are always the leaf nodes of a conceptual containment tree.

The Directory can be used for storing information for network resources by registering a
directory object for each resource. The containment hierarchy described above together with the
existing Directory structure can provide a naming schema for unambiguously identifying network
resources. Currently, there is no standard Directory schema for registering network resources in
the Directory, although there is ongoing work to that direction (Mansfield 1993) and it is expected
that appropriate schemata will exist in the future.

Figure 1 depicts an example of registering a simple network (with two network elements) in
the Directory with DN{C=GR, O=FORTH, OU=ICS, OU=networks, CN=Knossos Network}.

4.3 Registering the TMN in the Directory

The Telecommunications Management Network is a, possibly separate, network that interfaces a
telecommunications network at several different points in order to exchange information with it
for management purposes. The TMN is intended to provide a wide variety of management
services through the support of a number of management functions.

The TMN physical architecture is composed of a variety of building blocks: Operations
Systems (OSs), Mediation Devices (MDs), Q Adaptors (QAs), Data Communication Networks
(DCNs), Network Elements (NEs) and Workstations (WSs). Each one of the above building
blocks contains a number of TMN functions. For a detailed description of the TMN building
blocks and their functions refer to (ITU M.3010).

According to the (ITU M.3020) the overall network management activity is decomposed in
areas called TMN management services. The constituent parts of a TMN management service are
called TMN management service components. The smallest parts of a TMN management service



are the TMN management functions (e.g. performance monitoring).
Additionally, the management functionality may be considered to be partitioned into layers

with each layer concerned with some subset of the total management activity. A four-layer
management functionality has been identified consisted of the following layers:
• network element management layer, which is concerned with the management of network

elements, and supports an abstraction of the functions provided by the network elements,
• network management layer, which is concerned with the management of all the network

elements, as presented by the previous layer, both individually and as a set,
• service management layer, which is concerned with how the network level information is

utilized to provide a network service, the requirements of a network service and how these
requirements are met through the use of the network, and

• business management layer which has responsibility of the total enterprise and is the layer
where agreements between operators are made.

In the OSI environment we can think of the TMN as a collection of systems management
application processes (SMAPs) each one containing one or more Systems Management
Application Entities (SMAEs) as defined in (ISO/IEC 10040) in order to accomplish
communication between them.

Consider a management domain administered by the organisational unit registered in the
Directory with the DN:

{c=GR, O=FORTH, OU=ICS},
a simple network, named “Knossos Network”, within the above organizational unit consisted of
three switches (NEs) registered in the Directory under the subtree with DN:

{C=GR, O=FORTH, OU=ICS, OU=networks, CN=Knossos Network}
and a TMN in this organizational unit consisted of the following SMAPs (i.e. management
processes) (See Figure 3, “An example of a TMN for a simple network”):
• three QAs containing managed objects for the three network elements. (Although a QA may
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contain managed objects for more than one network element we only show the simple one-to-
one case in this example.),

• three network element level management OSs (NELM-OSs) each one managing a number of
network elements in respect to one or two of theaccounting managementand traffic
managementmanagement services. One NELM-OS (namely, theSwitch-Y-Z-NELM-OS-
A+T) manages the two QAs for SwitchY and SwitchZ for both accounting and traffic
management. The other two NELM-OSs manage SwitchX, each one for a different
management service (namely,Switch-X-NELM-OS-A  for accounting management and
Switch-X-NELM-OS-T  for traffic management),

• two network level management OSs (NLM-OSs), each one managing the network in respect to
one of the above two management services by connecting to the appropriate NELM-OSs (thus,
theKnossos-NLM-OS-Ais for accounting management while theKnossos-NLM-OS-Tis for
traffic management), and

• a WS that is able to manage the resources by connecting to the appropriate OSs or QAs.

In order to register these SMAPs in the Directory we create entries with each entry containing
information for a single SMAP. This assigns a global name to every SMAP. Figure 4 depicts the
DIT after registering the entries for our TMN example (the network resources are also shown
registered in a hierarchy). SMAPs are organized as children of the “cn=app-processes” entry
under the ICS’ entry. Note that we do not register the processes in a hierarchy since this
information is going to be obtained from the management services they provide (which includes
the management layer on which the SMAPs operate). Also, note that for every SMAP we have to
register the entries that contain information about the SMAEs representing the SMAP. Although
not depicted in figure 4, these will be registered below the SMAP they represent.

4.4 The Approach to the Mapping Problem

In the TMN, SMAPs (WSs, OSs, QAs, MDs) could be located in separate systems from the
resources they represent. This means that even though we know the resource that we want to
manage, this does not give any information about the agent that keeps the managed objects that
represent the resource. Additionally, there may be more than one agent providing different
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management services for a resource. In the mapping problem introduced at the beginning of this
section we assume that we initially know a global name (namely, the DN of a directory object) for
the resource that we want to manage.

Our basic requirement is to provide to every SMAP, acting in the manager role, a mechanism
for identifying in the global context the managed objects representing a given resource. Our
approach involves the following two-step procedure:

1. Given the DN of a resource and a description of the requested management information that
includes:
• the management service that we want to perform (this will normally be a TMN

management service e.g. traffic management),
• an MIB-independent description of the managed object(s) (this can be based on some

abstract description of the object class and the semantics of every managed object.
Mechanisms for describing and discovering management information are currently under
standardization (ISO/IEC 10164-16)),

find out the DN of the SMAP that maintains the requested managed object(s) based on the
needed management service and by performing a DAP read operation on the resource’s
directory entry.

2. Perform a DAP read operation on the SMAP you found in the previous step (in case of more
than one match, a choice is made based on the MIB that the matching SMAPs support) and
identify the LDN(s) of the requested managed object(s) based on
• the MIB supported by the SMAP and
• the MIB-independent description of the managed object(s) we have.

Form the global DN(s) of the managed object(s) you are interested in by concatenating the
LDN(s) with the DN of the SMAP.

In order to perform the above procedure, every directory object that represents a resource (either a
network or network element) must have a multi-valued attribute that provides the DN of a SMAP
that provides some management service for the resource and also identifies which management
service this is. That is, a pair of the form:(DN of agent, Management Service). The name of this
attribute is “responsibleSMAP” and is multi-valued (i.e. many SMAPs can keep managed objects
for a single resource in respect to some management service).

Our approach also requires that the following information is kept in every directory object that
represents a SMAP:
• an attribute that provides the MIB that the SMAP supports. The name of this attribute is

“supportedMIB” and is multi-valued (i.e. many MIBs can be supported on a single
SMAP).This attribute is present only on SMAPs that are acting on the agent role.

• an attribute that denotes the TMN building block that the SMAP implements. The name of this
attribute is “TMNBuildingBlock” and is single-valued.

• an attribute for the management service provided by the SMAP. The name of the attribute is
“tMNMS” and is multi-valued (i.e. many management services can be provided from a single
SMAP).

The value for thesupportedMIBattribute is a DN. This is the ideal case where the management
information is registered under some well-known part of the DIT. The reader can refer to (Dittrich
1993) which describes an approach for registering management schema information in the



Directory. Also, (ISO/IEC 10164-16) recommends the appropriate directory objects for
registering the above information in the Directory.

Every directory object that belongs to the standardapplicationEntity object class should also
have attributes with information about the characteristics of the Common Management
Information Service Element (CMISE) and the Systems Management Application Service
Element (SMASE) of the SMAE. These attributes are discussed in section 5 and are fully
described in (ISO 10164-16).

An appendix at the end of this paper contains the ASN.1 definitions for the new attributes.
Note that the list for the TMN management services is definitely not complete but rather a small
subset of the existing management services (ITU M.3200). Also, since a management service is
composed of management service components which, in turn, perform a number of management
functions, a Directory schema can be used for registering the hierarchy of the existing TMN
management services in the DIT. Finally, every SMAP belongs to themanagementProcess object
class, a subclass of the standardapplicationProcess class.

5 OSI SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT IN THE GLOBAL CONTEXT

In the previous section we described how the Directory can be used to identify the agent
containing specific management information about specific managed resources and how the
information about the MIB that the agent supports can be used in the construction of globally
unique DNs of the required managed objects. We now show how an OSI SMAP can use DNs in
order to issue management operations and notifications in the global context. Additionally, we
describe a mechanism for providing location transparency in the proposed manager/agent model
(see Figure 2, “Enhanced manager/agent model”) for communicating SMAPs.

5.1 The Global CMIS

The Common Management Information Service (CMIS) definition (ISO/IEC 9595) states that,
following association establishment between a manager and an agent, the manager issues
management operations (while the agent can issue notifications) within the scope of a specific
association using LDNs to identify the required managed objects. We can now provide an
interface of a global CMIS where the users of the service simply issue CMIS requests using the
DN of the managed objects without dealing with the association establishment procedure. For
example, (using a simplified semantic notation) a managing open system can issue:

M-GET(DN, attribute_list [,other parameters])
rather than:

A-ASSOCIATE(PSAP_of_agent, &ASSOCIATION_ID)
M-GET(ASSOCIATION_ID, LDN, attribute_list [,other parameters])

which requires that the presentation address (PSAP) of the agent is already known.
On the other hand, a managed open system (i.e an agent) that reports some notification to a

process acting in the manager’s role can send the global DN of the managed object that emits the
report rather than the LDN. Figure 5 depicts how two management applications communicate
using the interface of the Global CMIS.

The Global CMIS uses the Directory to provide a location transparency function. This not only



relieves the management application from the concern of establishing associations with the
correct agent but also hides the physical location (PSAP) of the required agents. The management
application can assume that managed objects are part of a global and seamless MIB and are
identified by their DNs.

5.2 Providing Location Transparency

Location transparency is a basic mechanism in a distributed environment (ITU X.900). In the
TMN, it provides a means for finding the address of SMAPs in a location independent way.
Bearing in mind that the location of a SMAP may change over time (e.g. a QA for some ATM-
switch that is running on machine X might migrate to some other machine if X crashes), we
conclude that location transparency should be supported in a TMN. Since the location of a SMAP
does not change very frequently, the OSI Directory is appropriate for storing, retrieving and
modifying location information for SMAPs.

5.2.1 The Location Transparency Mechanism

The basic requirement for a location transparency mechanism is that, given a SMAP’s name, it
should provide a means of identifying the location (i.e. OSI presentation address) where the
systems management application entity (SMAE) representing that SMAP is awaiting either for
management operations or notifications. In the TMN though, there is the possibility that a SMAP
is represented from more than one SMAEs. For example, consider the case of a NELM-OS (like
the ones depicted in Figure 3) that can act as a manager (by issuing management operations to a
QA) and an agent (by serving management requests issued by a NLM-OS) at the same time.
Furthermore, there is the possibility that a SMAP supports more than one interoperable interface
meaning that a different SMAE might be present for every interface. Additionally, a SMAP that
provides some management service can implement a number of management functions. These
management functions will be provided by a number of SMAEs representing the SMAP. Bearing
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these in mind, a location transparency mechanism involves choosing among a number of SMAEs
representing the SMAP we wish to communicate with.

In order to provide this functionality, the following information should be kept in every
directory object that represents an SMAE:
• the application context supported from the communicating entity. The standard attribute

supportedApplicationContext will be used for this purpose.
• the presentation address (PSAP) where this SMAE is located. The standard attribute

presentationAddress will be used for this purpose.

Additionally, every SMAE directory object should contain information regarding the systems
management application service element (SMASE) and the common management information
service element (CMISE) in the SMAE. The Directory auxiliary object classessMASE andcMISE
are defined in (ISO 10164-16) for this purpose. They contain attributes that provide information
about the supported systems management application service (SMAS) functional units (FUs), the
supported management profiles, the supported CMIP version and the supported CMIS FUs on
every SMAE.

In our current implementation, every SMAP has the ability to update (either by issuing a DAP
modify or DAP add or DAP remove operation) the directory objects that represents itself and its
corresponding SMAEs. These update operations take place on start-up or on shut-down of a
SMAP. Having the above information about SMAEs registered in the Directory, each SMAP
(either in the manager or agent role) can establish an association with a named SMAP in a
location transparent way by performing the following step (step 2a in figure 5):

1. Given the DN of the SMAP it wishes to associate with, it performs a DAP search under the
following conditions (i.e. we use a filter with the following conditions):
• the DN of the SMAP is used as the base object for the search
• search for objects with the standard application context name “systems-management”

(defined in ISO 10040)
• search for objects that support the interoperable interface through which it wishes to

communicate (by checking the supported CMIP version and the supported CMIS FUs)
• search for objects that perform a specific management function in the opposite role (by

checking the supported SMAS FUs and the supported management profiles)
which should return the value of thepresentationAddressattribute of the matching SMAE.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

The network management platform that is used in the implementation is the OSIMIS platform
(Pavlou 1993), developed by the University College of London, which conforms to the CMIP/
CMIS standards (ISO/IEC 9595, ISO/IEC 9596). The Directory Service implementation is based
on the ISODE Directory System QUIPU (Kille 1991) version 8.0. A first implementation of the
location transparency mechanism has been incorporated into the latest OSIMIS distribution. An
implementation of the mechanisms described in the previous section is on progress. The
performance of the overall system depends heavily on the performance of the QUIPU system
which has been analysed and proved satisfactory for our purposes (see also Hong 1993).
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9 APPENDIX

responsibleSMAP ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE-SYNTAX responsibleSMAPSyntax
MULTI VALUE



responsibleSMAPSyntax ::= SEQUENCE {
DistinguishedName, -- DistinguishedName is defined in the standard
tMNManagementService }

tMNManagementService ::= ENUMERATED {
Customer Administration (0),
Management of the security of the TMN (1),
Traffic Management (2),
Switching Management (3),
Accounting Management (4),
Restoration and Recovery (5) }

managedResource OBJECT-CLASS
SUBCLASS OF Device -- Device is defined in the standard
MAY CONTAIN { responsibleSMAP}

supportedMIB ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE-SYNTAX DistinguishedNameSyntax
MULTI VALUE
tMNMS ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE-SYNTAX tMNManagementService
MULTI VALUE
tMNBuildingBlock ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE-SYNTAX tMNBlockSyntax
SINGLE VALUE
TMNBlockSyntax ::= ENUMERATED {

NE (0), QA (1), MD (2), SL-OS (3), NL-OS (4), NE-OS (5), WS (6) }
managementProcess OBJECT-CLASS

SUBCLASS OF applicationProcess -- applicationProcess is defined in the standard
MUST CONTAIN { TMNBuildingBlock}
MAY CONTAIN { supportedMIB, tMNMS}
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